NEISA Regatta Standards by Level

**NEISA Showcase Events/Conference Dinghy Championships:**
- Two Fleets of 18 Boats minimum
- Same airport proximity to other showcase event
- Multiple race committee and mark boats
- Maximum number of races to be sailed given the 10 race rule per day the Saturday 6 pm and Sunday 3 pm cutoff
- 20 minute races
- Coaches access to sailors during rotations with good viewing opportunities for the coaches from land; otherwise coaches on the water in coach boats
- 2-3 Judges
- Dedicated Graduate PRO that has run ICSA regattas at the following levels: interconference regatta, conference championship, or national championship
- Dedicated NEISA Rep

**NEISA Interconference Regattas:**
- Two Fleets of 18 Boats minimum (rare historical exceptions)
- Maximum number of races to be sailed given the 10 race rule per day, the Saturday 6 pm, and Sunday 3 pm cutoff
- Multiple race committee and mark boats
- 20 minute races
- Coaches access to sailors during rotations with good viewing opportunities for the coaches from land or coaches on the water in coach boats
- 2-3 Judges
- Dedicated Graduate PRO that has run ICSA regattas at the following levels: interconference regatta, conference championship, or national championship
- Dedicated NEISA Rep

**NEISA Conference Majors (B Level Regattas):**
- One Fleet of 18 Boats minimum
- Combined division sailing is allowed
- 10 or fewer teams, combined divisions format STRONGLY ENCOURAGED
- 15-20 minute races based on the number of boats in the fleet
- Coaches access to sailors during rotations with good viewing opportunities for the coaches from land; otherwise coaches on the water in coach boats
● Maximum number of races to be sailed given the 10 race rule per day the Saturday 6 pm and Sunday 3 pm cutoff
  ● Dedicated Graduate PRO that has run ICSA regattas
  ● Dedicated NEISA Rep
  ● Routinely complete at least 12 races per division, or a full rotation if combined divisions, when looking back 5 or 8 years.

**NEISA Conference Minors (C Level Regattas):**
  ● One Fleet of 12 Boats minimum
  ● Combined division sailing is allowed
  ● 12-18 minute races based on the number of boats in the fleet
  ● Dedicated PRO that has run ICSA regattas
  ● Maximum number of races to be sailed given the 10 race rule per day the Saturday 6 pm and Sunday 3 pm cutoff
  ● Dedicated NEISA Rep

**NEISA Invites or “Opens”**
  ●